
Deceptive Defense
Beyond Honeypots





Deception is all around us.







Concealment Hiding your forces from the enemy
Camouflage Hiding your troops and movements from the 

enemy by artificial means
Disinformation / Lies False and planted information
Displays Techniques to make the enemy see what isn't 

there
Ruses Tricks, such as displays that use enemy 

equipment and procedures
Demonstrations / Feints Making a move with your forces that implies 

imminent action, but is not followed through—
feints result in actual attacks

Insights Deceive the opponent by outthinking him or her



Types of Deception
Concealment



”Sideline Hangout”



Access Gateway
•Access sensitive applications or data through VPN or other 

gateway.

Confidentiality
•Carefully manage access to sensitive information.

Misleading Files
•Hide sensitive information inside innocuous looking files.

Passwords
•Conceal information behind authentication.

Low Building Profile
•House critical systems (DR, backups) inside inconspicuous buildings.



Types of Deception
Camouflage



"Deploring "unsportsmanlike tendencies" as represented by 
the use of camouflage in designing uniforms, the committee 

adopted a resolution which "deprecates the use of head 
protectors, jerseys, or attachments which are so similar in 
color that they give the wearers an unfair advantage"





Relocate Resources
•Change resource IP addresses. Modify service ports.

Noise Manipulation
•Noise injection—electrical, sonic, other to reduce emanations; Noise 

reduction—eliminate C2 for speech input devices.

DNS
•DNS Sinkholes for C2 and undesired application access.. AWS: Route 

53 failover. Short TTLs. Custom domain names.

Service Banners
•Yup—”security through obscurity” = deception.

Cloaking Assets
•Cloak valuable targets so they look uninteresting.



Types of Deception
Disinformation / Lies





Fictitious Users
•Create users and online personas for defense and attack detection.

Fictitious Files
•Files that appear sensitive and authentic e.g. Finance, Legal.

Perception Management
•Appear to have better, or in some cases, worse security than actual.

Unhelpful Error Messages
•Failed logins. Access to forbidden (403)? Return 404 instead.

Time Manipulation
•Network and application throttling.



Types of Deception
Displays





Ransomware Tripwires
•Seed file servers with huge, useless files at top of file system 

(alphabetically)—monitor and respond.

DTK TCP/365
•Announce the use of defensive deception practices.

Internal Darknet
•There’s nothing to see here, really. If here, we’re watching you.

Cameras
•Some, blatantly visible. Others, not so much.

Fictitious Employee Portals
•“Hey, Mr. Threat Actor, try those credentials here!”.





Types of Deception
Ruses







Types of Deception
Demonstrations / Feints





Prosecution
•Massive, coordinated busts psychologically impair attacker ops.

Termination of Insiders
•Property theft, intellectual property, customer data.

Communicate
•Pass communications letting the actor know you’re on to them.

In Litigation We Trust
•Threat, and/or follow-through of litigation.



Types of Deception
Insights







Joey Peloquin
@jdpeloquin

Thanks for attending!






